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Abstract 

Since the first large language model (LLM) chatbot was released to the public, leading experts 

in AI, catastrophic risk, economics, and cybersecurity, among others, have warned about the 

unprecedented risks caused by interactive LLM bots trained on large-scale, unstructured data [1, 

2]. Although theoretical methods have been proposed, and incremental improvements are 

occurring, to date none have proven as effective or comparable to other safety-critical industries 

such as biological contagions or nuclear power [3, 5]. We therefore have an urgent need to 

adopt AI systems based on the proven laws of physics and economics without sacrificing the 

many benefits of AI. This paper is focused on the inefficiencies, risks, and limitations of LLMs, 

the business and economic incentives influencing decisions, and the architecture required to 

provide safe, productive, efficient, accurate, and responsible (SPEAR) AI systems. One such 

system is described—our data and human-centric KOS (EAI OS). 
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1.   Introduction 

The recent popularity and media exposure about LLM chatbots has been so prevalent that LLMs have 

become synonymous with all of AI, which is false1. Many different AI methods and models exist, including 

several types of large-scale language models, small language models, and neurosymbolic AI [4].  LLMs were 

developed on the shoulders of giants in AI research over a period of seven decades. Most of the early 

research was funded by government in small academic or corporate labs. In recent years, the super majority 

of AI research investment has been sourced from a few large tech companies investing hundreds of billions 

of dollars attempting “dominance in AI”, in part by attracting and retaining the majority of top talent, and in 

part by directing the majority of research towards models that align with their interests, such as LLMs [5, 6].   

One example of strategic research is the Transformer developed by Google researchers, which has become 

the building block for LLMs [7].  The Transformer model includes encoders and decoders, which when 

trained and tuned provides text tokens that are assigned probabilities for generating text strings. Although the 

efficiency gains are small, at massive scale with data stores that contain trillions of words and hundreds of 

billions of parameters, it becomes possible to produce the LLM chatbots we see today [8].  

 
1 Example: In talk at Def Con 31, DoD CDAO Dr. Craig Martell revealed he had t-shirts made up with the message “LLMs ≠ AI”.  

Contact author: {markm} @kyield.com 

https://youtu.be/VLqu06vVDGA?si=-QKblK24sf6Ucnpb
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As the dominant search engine with one of the largest data stores and cloud infrastructure investments, 

Google has a powerful incentive to invest heavily in natural language processing (NLP) research, related 

components, startups, and talent.  Another example of strategic investment was by Nvidia in the optimization 

of Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) neural network architecture, improving 

speed in Google’s Tensor Cores without losing accuracy [9].  

Since LLM chatbots require vast amounts of computing resources, the revenue growth alone in cloud 

services can justify the approximately $20 billion investment in LLM startups to date by Microsoft, Google, 

and Amazon [10].  However, the large investments combined with integrating with their market leading 

products, and strategic agreements for technology infrastructure, such as the exclusive agreement in the 

OpenAI/Microsoft partnership, also provides the potential to “co-opt” competition, and extend and expand 

monopolies, duopolies, and the larger oligopoly over the rest of the economy [11, 12]. 

“It means that industry domination of applied work also gives it power to shape the direction of 

basic research. Given how broadly AI tools could be applied across society, such a situation 

would hand a small number of technology firms an enormous amount of power over the 

direction of society”.  – Nur Ahmed, Munstasir Wahed, & Neil Thompson [13]. 

The scale required for the incremental improvements in efficiency is so vast that it causes large-scale 

economic and environmental risks and costs, including catastrophic risk discussed in this paper, and 

existential risk for vast sectors within the knowledge economy [14, 15], including industries relying on 

copyright, which alone contributed more than $1.8 trillion dollars to the U.S. economy in 2021 [16, 

17].  

Fortunately, safe, productive, efficient, accurate, and responsible AI is currently possible that can 

deliver critical functions by designing systems with integrity and applying similar principles as other 

safety-critical industries, which is the focus of this paper.  

2. Safety and Security 

The strategic interests of a few large technology companies do not necessarily align with the interests of 

many customers and society. LLMs for example, while aligned very well to the interests of a few large tech 

companies, are inherently unsafe. The so-called guardrails are false equivalencies, as guardrails imply a 

physical barrier, whereas LLM guardrails are text-based and easy to work around due to the nature of self-

generating text models and the interactive dynamics of LLM chatbots.   

“We find that jailbreak prompts are introducing more creative attack strategies and 

disseminating more stealthily over time, which pose significant challenges to their proactive 

detection. Moreover, we find current LLMs and safeguards cannot effectively defend against 

jailbreak prompts in various scenarios. Particularly, we identify two highly effective jailbreak 

prompts which achieve 0.99 attack success rates on ChatGPT (GPT-3.5) and GPT-4, and they 

have persisted online for over 100 days”……“LLM vendors and adversaries have been engaged 

in a continuous cat-and-mouse game since the first jailbreak prompt emerged. As safeguards 

evolve, so do the jailbreak prompts to bypass them.” – Shen, Chen, et al. [18] 

          

https://kyield.com/eaiprinciples.html
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics
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3. Catastrophic Risk  

Catastrophic risks such as assistance in developing biological weapons are of even greater concern than 

cybersecurity2.  LLM chatbots are trained on many large data sets that include scientific journals in every 

discipline. Planning instructions and suggestions for biological terrorism and other catastrophic events that 

would require terrorist cells decades to research have been returned in seconds, demonstrating the ability to 

increase catastrophic risks at an exponential rate [19]. 

“In less than 6 hours after starting on our in-house server, our model generated forty thousand 

molecules that scored within our desired threshold. In the process, the AI designed not only VX, 

but many other known chemical warfare agents that we identified through visual confirmation 

with structures in public chemistry databases. Many new molecules were also designed that 

looked equally plausible. These new molecules were predicted to be more toxic based on the 

predicted LD in comparison to publicly known chemical warfare agents. This was unexpected 

as the datasets we used for training the AI did not include these nerve agents.” – Urbina, F., 

Lentzos, F., Invernizzi, C. et al. [20] 

The trigger of the LLM arms race was the premature unleashing of LLM bots to the general public without 

benefit of rigorous safety engineering processes required of other industries offering safety-critical systems.  

Since one company took the risk to launch an LLM did not experience immediate government intervention 

due to safety risks, and then scaled rapidly, competitors felt the need to engage in similar behavior or risk 

being left behind. The arms race rapidly expanded to include nations where the LLM companies were 

headquartered, most recently in Europe where new LLM entrants reportedly successfully lobbied to block the 

proposed regulations for foundation models in EU AI Act, which includes LLMs.  

One example of previous AI adoption is autonomous driving, which falls within the jurisdiction of the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). The NHTSA adopted a six-level safety standard 

for autonomous vehicles, ranging from level 0 with no autonomous technology to level 5 for full automation. 

Most new cars today fall between level 1-3, offering augmentation that enhances safety. Automation 

technology employed by autonomous vehicles isn’t restricted to one model like LLMs, but is rather a hybrid 

of many different types of technology across dozens of companies, ranging from new independent companies 

to incumbents and after-market products. Most importantly from a risk perspective, autonomous driving does 

not represent catastrophic risk, but rather limited individual events by comparison to LLM chatbots.  

When the inevitable accidents occur in autonomous vehicles, they are obvious, limited to a small number of 

people, and analyzed by expert third parties like police who file reports. If the autonomous system is found to 

be the cause, cars can be recalled and tested. In contrast, with the unique risk profile in LLMs, it may be 

years before catastrophic risk manifests, potentially impacting millions or even billions of people.  

 
2 I’ve warned about the LLM risks in biological weapons since November of 2022, in private communications, social media posts, 

and my enterprise AI newsletter. In 2019, I unveiled our synthetic genius machine (SGM) in a talk at the leading technical conference 

in New Mexico, ‘Metamorphic transformation with enterprise-wide AI’. Shortly thereafter traffic patterns on our web sites convinced 

me to voluntarily restrict additional information on the SGM in public due in part to catastrophic risks similar in nature to LLMs. 

While our SGM employs strong security and compression and is much more accurate and environmentally friendly than LLMs, the 

intention of the system is to accelerate discovery. Our SGM is a dual-purpose system that would present similar risks as LLMs if 

made widely available to anyone in the public, hence the need to restrict access with strong security architecture. 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/gpt-4
https://www.euractiv.com/section/artificial-intelligence/news/eus-ai-act-negotiations-hit-the-brakes-over-foundation-models/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/artificial-intelligence/news/eus-ai-act-negotiations-hit-the-brakes-over-foundation-models/
https://www.nhtsa.gov/technology-innovation/automated-vehicles-safety
https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/enterprise-ai-6886290672865955840/
https://youtu.be/yUVNeb6HZCI
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Technology that contains potential catastrophic risk typically face rigorous requirements, including 

biological and nuclear risk. To transport the Ebola virus, for example, requires a special permit from the 

Department of Transportation, which has jurisdiction for transport, working “closely with CDC, OSHA, 

HHS, DOD, EPA, and state and local government to assure that our respective safety missions are adequately 

addressed in these scenarios”. However, the influenza virus is subject only to CDC recommendations3.  

Nuclear power is regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Created in 1974 as an 

independent agency, the NRC “regulates commercial nuclear power plants and other uses of nuclear 

materials, such as in nuclear medicine, through licensing, inspection and enforcement of its requirements”. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was created in 1957 as an autonomous organization within 

the United Nations to promote peaceful use of nuclear power and inhibit military use.   

The catastrophic risks in LLMs are similarly well understood by objective scientists, but it’s been more than 

a year now since LLM chatbots have been released to the public and very little has been done to address 

current risks beyond minor safeguards that have been proven easily breached [21].   

4.  Environmental Costs 

LLMs trained on web-scale data cause many different types of risks and costs, including significant 

environmental costs, particularly in water and energy use [22, 23].  One new large datacenter can use as 

much energy as hundreds of thousands of new homes.   

The world’s largest data center market is Northern Virginia, with over 275 data centers, is experiencing 

a dramatic spike in energy use due to datacenters. CBRE, a leading commercial real-estate services firm, 

reported the amount of power available in the Northern Virginia market shrank to 38.4 megawatts 

earlier this year from 46.6 megawatts the previous year, despite an increase in inventory of 19.5% for a 

total of 2,131 megawatts [24].  

Much of the worldwide increase in energy for datacenters is due to compute-intensive AI, particularly in 

datacenters owned by the leading cloud providers—AWS, Microsoft, and Google, all of which have 

experienced significant growth in recent years4. Although the volume of data continues to expand at a 

rapid pace, the exponentially expanding size of LLM models is driving the majority of demand for 

datacenters. LLM models have grown by 1000x in a few short years.  The explosive growth in AI 

computing has caused serious shortages in GPUs [25], as well as increased demand for more efficient 

and less costly alternatives.  

 
3 Pathogens with various levels of risk ranging from near zero to near certain death is a good model for risk management in AI 

systems as some systems and applications contain near zero risk while others represent near certain death (e.g., autonomous weapons 

or the deadliest viruses). LLMs trained on web-scale data and made available to the general public with only minor restrictions 

represent among the greatest risks in AI systems, whereas rules-based AI systems trained on high quality curated data with strong 

security, provenance, and verification represent low risk. 

4 The pay-for-use elastic computing model known as the ‘cloud’ pioneered by Amazon (AWS) was a brilliant innovation that has 

proven to be one of the most successful business models in history. However, as the cloud model rapidly expanded, serious perverse 

incentives became more problematic, including investing heavily in research that would expand dependency on the cloud model, 

such as LLMs, and increased systemic risk due to an ever-increasing portion of critical functions in our economy hosted on the three 

top cloud providers. For example, while I supported the CIA’s adoption of AWS a few years earlier as a wise decision, I warned the 

Department of Defense on the systemic risk in awarding a sole-source contract for $10 billion in the initial ‘JEDI’ contract. By the 

time JEDI was awarded, a large portion of the S&P 500 and critical government functions were hosted on AWS, representing 

unprecedented dependence on a single host. One well-designed hack or well-placed insider could threaten the entire system. 

https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/transporting-infectious-substances/infectious-substance-special-permits
https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/transporting-infectious-substances/infectious-substance-special-permits
https://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc.html
https://www.wsj.com/tech/ai/microsoft-targets-nuclear-to-power-ai-operations-e10ff798?mod=djemCIO
https://www.wired.com/story/nvidia-chip-shortages-leave-ai-startups-scrambling-for-computing-power/
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-insights/risk-reports/library/cloud-down
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McKinsey is forecasting power consumption in datacenters to reach 35 gigawatts (GW) by 2030 in the 

U.S. alone—more than doubling from 2022, representing about 40 percent of the global market [26]. 

Compute-intensive datacenters training LLMs also require very large quantities of water to cool servers, 

so water demand is growing in a similar trajectory to energy5. The subject of water use is sensitive and 

often kept secret. However, researchers have reported that training GPT-3 in Microsoft’s most efficient 

datacenters can evaporate 700,000 liters of clean freshwater, and that global AI demand for water is 

forecast to require 5-6 billion cubic meters of water in 2027, which is the equivalent of the annual use 

for Denmark [27].  

5. Socioeconomic Costs 

The same causal factors that result in safety failures in LLMs also cause widespread bias, hallucinations, 

inaccuracies, and enable deepfakes and widespread misinformation. Each of these weaknesses either 

unintentionally cause socioeconomic costs, or can be exploited to attack democratic institutions and 

erode the socioeconomic fabric of society [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].  

For example, in a recently revealed query about the Covid-19 Pandemic, ChatGPT returned a response 

about a New York Times article that was completely fabricated [33], including title and links. Such 

extreme misinformation could have profound negative impacts either through the chatbots directly or 

repeated on social networks, which occurs at massive scale on a continuous basis.  

This type of misinformation is unique to a class of self-generating algorithms like LLMs that were until 

November 2022 limited to controlled research labs. The same technical vulnerabilities can lead to 

misinformation about politics, race, religion, companies, government, non-profits, and individuals, 

opening up very broad potential socioeconomic damage that is already occurring [34]. A group of 

DeepMind researchers published a good review of social risks from LLMs just under a year before 

ChatGPT was launched (Weidinger, Laura, et al.,). All of the six risk categories included in their paper 

have since been realized in LLM chatbots.  

6. Impact on the Knowledge Economy 

An area of AI research conspicuous in its absence investigates the potential damage to the knowledge 

economy from LLMs. Presumably due to the specialty disciplines of the researchers, and lack of depth 

in economics, the paucity of research also likely reflects the influence of a few big-tech companies, so 

we must look to economics and business consulting to better understand these impacts [35, 36].    

Fritz Machlup was responsible for initially categorizing and measuring the knowledge economy (KE) in his 

1962 report, The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States, when he estimated the 

knowledge economy represented 29 percent of U.S. GNP in 1958. The U.S. GNP is expected to be a bit over 

$23 trillion for 2023, so if the KE was still 29 percent of U.S. GNP, it would be $7-8 trillion. However, if 

employing similar criteria Machlup used in 1962 to today’s economy, the KE would be a much larger portion 

 
5 Paul Churnock, an engineer at Microsoft, recently estimated Nvidia's popular H100 chips alone require as much electricity as 
Phoenix, Arizona, the fifth largest city in the U.S. The current retail price of a H100 on 1/2024 is reported to be $100,000. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.04359.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/mckinsey%20digital/our%20insights/the%20economic%20potential%20of%20generative%20ai%20the%20next%20productivity%20frontier/the-economic-potential-of-generative-ai-the-next-productivity-frontier-vf.pdf#page=42
https://books.google.com/books?id=kp6vswpmpjoC&lpg=PA3&ots=t_H507Cm3Y&dq=the%20production%20and%20distribution%20of%20knowledge%20in%20the%20united%20states&lr&pg=PA3#v=onepage&q=the%20production%20and%20distribution%20of%20knowledge%20in%20the%20united%20states&f=false
https://www.tomshardware.com/tech-industry/nvidias-h100-gpus-will-consume-more-power-than-some-countries-each-gpu-consumes-700w-of-power-35-million-are-expected-to-be-sold-in-the-coming-year
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of the U.S. economy, clearly representing a majority—perhaps even a supermajority. Any serious threat to 

the KE like that posed by unfettered LLM chatbots is a serious threat to the U.S. and its economy. 

Peter Drucker coined the term knowledge worker in his book, The Landmarks of Tomorrow, published in 

1959, where he also introduced the concept of post-modernism, referring to the era as a transitionary period 

between the exponential increase in labor productivity increase and a more productive and rewarding 

economy consisting mainly of knowledge workers. Forty years later Drucker published an article on 

knowledge worker productivity with a subtitle “The Biggest Challenge”, which provides a historic review of 

the study of labor leading to the post-modern era [37], with a specific focus on the contributions of Frederick 

Winslow Taylor [38]. Taylor had a profound impact on how people worked during the first half of the 20th 

century, during which time a fifty-fold increase in productivity was achieved in manufacturing automation. 

It is this work on knowledge worker productivity near the end of Drucker’s life when the dilemma facing 

employers and nations becomes obvious in the form of contradictions, conflicts, and misalignment of 

interests at the confluence of the knowledge economy and AI where we have been working for over three 

decades6.   

“Knowledge workers are rapidly becoming the largest single group in the work force of every 

developed country. They may already compose two-fifths of the U.S. work force —and a still 

smaller but rapidly growing proportion of the work force of all other developed countries. It is 

on their productivity, above all, that the future prosperity—and indeed the future survival—of 

the developed economies will increasingly depend.” – Peter Drucker (1999). 

Drucker estimated that our collective understanding of knowledge worker productivity in the year 2000 was 

similar to the understanding of manual workers in the year 1900. He suggests knowledge workers must have 

autonomy, learn continuously, they should be treated as an asset rather than a cost, that quality of output is at 

least as important as quantity, and that employers must protect that asset. Further, he teaches that innovation 

must be the responsibility of knowledge workers and that they must manage themselves.  

Although he was not referring to AI specifically, Drucker understood the challenges of adoption well before 

the technical ability to increase knowledge worker productivity was achieved: “Each of these 

requirements…is almost the exact opposite of what is needed to increase the productivity of the manual 

worker.”  

A quarter of a century later employers are faced with generative AI that is forecast to increase knowledge 

worker productivity representing $6-8 trillion annually, but also displace tens of millions of knowledge 

workers [39], possibly including the consultants making the forecasts today and their clients. It is perhaps 

unsurprising then that investment and adoption of generative AI has fallen well short of expectations [40].  

7. Efforts to Improve LLMs 

The decade preceding the commercialization of LLM chatbots experienced exponential growth in AI 

research, as evidenced by the number of attendees at conferences, papers published, graduate degrees, 

 
6 I operated a consulting firm that converted to a knowledge systems lab in the mid 1990s. We created several ventures including 

GWIN (Global Web Interactive Network), which was an experimental learning network for thought leaders. It was in 1997 during the 

operation of GWIN when I conceived the KYield theorem (yield management of knowledge), which is manifest as the KOS. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=G-SrBghhPRUC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.iriscrm.com/app/uploads/2021/05/knowledge_workers_the_biggest_challenge.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/attendance-major-artificial-intelligence-conferences
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recruitment ads, and startups claiming to be AI companies. In the NeurIPS 2023 conference, for example, the 

number of papers accepted expanded from 411 in 2014 to 3,584 in 20237. One encouraging sign is nearly 

twice as many papers were accepted in 2023 with the keyword “efficiency” than “generative”8. Focus areas 

for improving efficiencies are many, including data compression techniques, hardware innovations, fine-

tuning parameters, data filtering and learning, improved model design, and new types of pre-training.  

7.1 Pre-Training 

One approach disclosed by a group of researchers (Lewis, Patrick, et al.) in a paper at the NeurIPS 2020 

conference has since become widely deployed [41]. Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) offers 

parametric and non-parametric memory components that are pre-trained and pre-loaded with extensive 

knowledge from external sources. RAG improved accuracy over state-of-the-art while reducing 

hallucinations, and is particularly beneficial when used in conjunction with an accurate, knowledge-intensive 

data source with frequent changes, such as Wikipedia tested by the researchers, news service, sensor 

monitoring, etc.  

7.2 Fine-Tuning  

Finetuning of parameters is a common technique to improve efficiency in LLMs for specific data sets. LLM 

chatbots have general knowledge but are terribly inefficient and inaccurate. Finetuning for a specific domain 

or corpus has proven to improve results, but is compute and energy expensive, hence the focus on parameter-

efficient methods.  Fine-tuning for efficiency can reduce the entire workload, including computing, storage, 

and costly time for engineering.  

One example is Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA), which is a finetuning method that reduces memory by using 

a small set of trainable parameters. A team at Microsoft Research found they could reduce the number 

trainable parameters by 10,000x and GPU memory requirements by 3x with no additional inference latency 

[42].  

Another example is FLAN (Finetuned Language Net) proposed by a group of Google researchers. FLAN is 

employed to improve so-called zero-shot learning to support classification without annotated data. FLAN is 

an instruction-tuned version of a decoder-only language model. It can be more efficient due to lack of 

needing annotated data. FLAN was tested and found to outperform zero-shot GPT-3 on most datasets and 

GPT-3 few-shot performance on a few datasets [43]. The downside to fine-tuning is while it can improve 

efficiency, lower compute costs and reduce the need for manually annotating data, the descriptions may be 

less precise than annotations in some cases.   

7.3 Simplifying Transformers 

Complexity is one of many perverse incentives in LLMs. The larger the models and more functions 

introduced to improve those models; the more complexity created.  Although complexity can be positive for 

top-tier talent in deep learning earning high six figure compensation packages, chip suppliers, and pay-for-

 
7 An article by Jacob Marks provides a summary of analytics for NeurIPS 2023.   

8 Given the volume, no attempt is made to provide a comprehensive review. Rather, a few brief examples are provided to inform 

about the type of research recently published on improving LLMs. 

https://medium.com/voxel51/neurips-2023-and-the-state-of-ai-research-2cd2d678e264
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what-you-use cloud services, it is not necessarily beneficial for customers or society, particularly when less 

effective than other methods and/or forced on customers and markets. One focus area by Bobby He and 

Thomas Hofmann at ETH is a method to reduce complexity in transformer blocks [44]. In experiments on 

both autoregressive decoder-only and BERT encoder-only models, the pair of researchers were able to 

accelerate throughput by 15% while using 15% fewer parameters. Although incremental in nature, the high 

energy and financial costs translate to significant savings.  

7.4 Small Language Models 

The scale needed for generalization in language models at this stage of technology evolution is what causes 

most of the risks and inaccuracies. Small language models (SLMs) combined with high quality data and 

precision data management offer a good alternative for many applications. SLMs provide the ability to 

perform many of the same functions as LLMs, including writing letters and reports, and can do so with 

higher levels of accuracy and security at 10% or less of the financial, environmental, social, and economic 

costs of LLMs9. Two significant SLMs released in 2023 include LLaMA by Meta AI and Phi by Microsoft 

Research.  

LLaMA reduces memory usage and runtime with some methods, and then further improves training 

efficiencies with other methods, applying a variety of research techniques in classically incremental 

innovation for the purpose of efficiency [45]. The result was that LLaMA-13B outperformed GPT-3 despite 

being more than 10x smaller. LLaMA is available in several sizes (7B, 13B, 33B, and 65B parameters). 

Since Meta AI trained on publicly available datasets that may include copyrighted content, and some datasets 

are of poor quality, although much more efficient and less costly than larger LMs, LLaMA is still 

problematic for applied AI. However, Meta AI performed a valuable service by demonstrating what is 

possible when resources are focused on efficiency rather than only scale. 

Phi-1 is a transformer-based model with only 1.3B parameters trained on a combination of high-quality data 

from the web and high-quality synthetic data [46], yet were able to surpass most open-source models despite 

employing a model that is 10x smaller and a dataset that is 100x smaller. Although the Phi research team 

used GPT-4 to generate code and synthetic data, high-quality data is pre-existing in many organizations, and 

can be produced by employing other methods, including data science tools and human expert curation. The 

primary contribution of Phi was to build from the previous work on “TinyStories” (Eldan & Li) [47], and 

demonstrate the benefit of combining high quality data and refined LMs for organizations with smaller 

budgets while dramatically reducing computing needs, power and water consumption for generative AI 

functions.   

7.5     Hardware Improvements 

The arms race in AI is perhaps nowhere as aggressive as hardware, complete with trade restrictions and 

large-scale industrial subsidies for semiconductors. Although hardware is slower to innovate than LLM 

 
9 Our Synthetic Genius Machine (SGM) is a new type of SLM with a hybrid neurosymbolic architecture designed to provide 

knowledge compression and security for efficient domain-specific acceleration of discovery. Since acceleration of discovery enables 

bad actors as well as good, we made the decision to restrict disclosures in our research. Although we lack the market power of big 

tech to incentivize sharing selective research and the resources to commercialize the SGM, it represents our second generation of 

R&D. Our intent is to introduce elements of the SGM to the KOS once it can be rigorously tested in a safe and secure manner.  
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models, once matured in the product line the efficiencies become more widespread. Google, Microsoft, Meta, 

AWS, Apple, and Tesla have custom chip programs underway, presumably to reduce costs, ensure supply, 

and reduce reliance on industry leader Nvidia while also providing a proprietary advantage tailored to their 

tech stacks. AI chips are customized to the needs of each company and their products.  All of the leading 

semiconductor companies are investing heavily in AI and several startups have gained traction.  

Nvidia is the clear market leader in AI chips with a suite of products and enjoy strong leadership in cloud 

services with its GPUs. Nvidia took an early lead by seizing the opportunity offered when its GPUs for 

gaming were discovered by Stanford researchers to be far more efficient for deep learning [48]. Their CUDA 

compute platform has become the preferred choice for a very large number of engineers and developers.  

However, in response to the popularity, high cost of Nvidia’s chips, and inventory shortages, competition is 

rapidly emerging, which bodes well for improving efficiency and impact. AMD launched its MI300X chip as 

a direct competitor to Nvidia’s H100, and has early commitments from several large customers. Intel has 

responded with Gaudi 2, a competitor to H100, which outperforms H100 in some tasks10, and is less 

expensive. Startup AI chip companies that have gained significant traction include SambaNova Systems, 

Cerebras, and Groq. Many others have interesting research and IP.  

One of the most important trends in hardware is so-called edge computing, or on devices that are much more 

energy efficient and secure than LLMs hosted on cloud infrastructure to date. Qualcomm, for example, offers 

the Neural Processing SDK for developers to run NN models on Snapdragon mobile platforms. Apple’s A12 

Bionic is the first 7nm smartphone chip, containing 6.9bn transistors [49]. Apple has also been active in 

researching SMLs. Their UNO-EELBERT model is just 1.2 MB in size, but achieves General Language 

Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark within 4% of a model almost 15x its size [50].     

8. Data Governance 

“Organizations and their personnel defining, applying and monitoring the patterns of rules and authorities for 

directing the proper functioning of, and ensuring the accountability for, the entire life-cycle of data and 

algorithms within and across organizations.” – Janssen, Marijn, et al.  

The underlying commonality causing the majority of risks and much of the costs in AI today, beyond scale 

combined with the nature of deep learning, is primarily the lack of robust data governance, data provenance, 

and data security. This is in part due to the ultra-emphasis on superintelligence in AI research driven by 

financial incentives, but also the personal motivation of scientists and engineers. Google researchers 

published a paper in 2001 (Sambasivan, Nithya, et al.), confirming what was already widely understood, 

which is that “Everyone wants to do the model work, not the data work” [51]. Incentives, motivation, and 

elite cultures notwithstanding, LLMs have not fundamentally altered information theory or the laws of 

physics. The quality of the output still substantially depends on the quality of the input. 

 
10 Hugging Face tested Gaudi2 and Nvidia A100, finding Gaudi2 latencies were x2.84 faster than Nvidia A100 (2.63s versus 0.925s). 

Databricks also performed tests on Gaudi2, finding it had better training and inference performance-per-per-dollar than Nvidia chips, 

including the H100. Nvidia is expected to H200 in Q2 2024. 

https://huggingface.co/blog/habana-gaudi-2-benchmark
https://www.databricks.com/blog/llm-training-and-inference-intel-gaudi2-ai-accelerators
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Consumer LLM chatbot firms offer open access to anyone in the public without security protocols, methods, 

or procedures developed over decades for data governance, provenance, security, or digital rights 

management. The majority of data sets LLMs train on lack the sufficient data structure necessary to mitigate 

significant risks and costs to customers and society, including catastrophic risks. Poorly designed data 

management systems make robust data governance difficult, which “can have profound legal, financial and 

social implications on the organizations involved, citizens and businesses, and society at large” [52].  

9. Discussion on LLMs 

The combination of self-generating models with vast financial and computing resources, which was then 

made available to the general public, triggered an unprecedented chain of events still in the early stages of 

expansion. While the benefits of LLMs were immediately obvious to individuals experimenting with the 

bots, the risks were understood by only a small group of experts who have studied these risks for decades.  

Two out of the three Turing Award winners for deep learning (2018) have warned about the catastrophic 

risks (Bengio and Hinton). The third (LeCun) still works for a big tech (Chief AI Scientist at Meta). The 

majority of experts in a position to understand the technical risks work for conflicted companies, are bound 

by non-disclosure agreements, and have significant financial incentives that prevent disclosure. Multiple 

crises in LLM firms and AI units in big tech resulted in 2023 as tensions flared over safety and ethics. Most 

of the leading LLM companies and their big tech partners have admitted they can’t self-regulate, and need to 

be regulated11, yet as of today nothing has been done to mitigate current LLM chatbot risks, presumably due 

to the national arms race in AI. Trillions of dollars annually are potentially at stake. 

On the economic front, the week I am writing this, a PwC survey of CEOs reports they expect a 5% 

reduction of workers in 2024 due to generative AI, the IMF issued a warning “AI will affect almost 40 percent 

of jobs around the world”, and the Institute of International Finance warned about our “huge fiscal problem” 

in record levels of public debt. A deeply indebted world suffering from severe wealth gaps and concentration 

of market power needs increased productivity that leads to economic and environmental sustainability, which 

requires increased economic diversification, not further consolidation of wealth and market power.   

There is clear consensus in the most qualified unconflicted experts in this specific type of technology and the 

specific types of risks they create, and that is LLMs are inherently unsafe and were prematurely released. 

LLMs present much greater risks when deployed in an interactive manner to the general public—including 

bad actors, which enables prompt injections, jailbreaking, and other methods to work around safeguards for 

nefarious purposes, such as expected attempts in bioterrorism and other types of weaponization.    

However, when managed within safety-critical systems architecture and trained on high quality data, 

language models of various sizes can be effective tools for both generalized and specialized productivity 

growth at much higher levels of accuracy, and avoid the many types of risks caused by consumer LLM 

chatbots trained on web-scale data, including catastrophic risks, which also potentially represent trillions of 

dollars annually. 

 
11 An old engineer friend who was on the founding team of a market leading tech company in a private email said: “the inventors 

don’t know how to make LLMs safe and are asking the least qualified people to make decisions” (about safety and security). 

https://www.ft.com/content/b4baa678-b389-4acf-9438-24ccbcd4f201
https://www.businessinsider.com/ai-reduce-employee-headcount-this-year-ceo-study-jobcuts-efficiency-2024-1
https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2024/01/14/ai-will-transform-the-global-economy-lets-make-sure-it-benefits-humanity
https://www.cnbc.com/2024/01/16/davos-banking-group-iif-sounds-the-alarm-on-record-global-debt.html
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10.  A SPEAR AI System: KOS (EAI OS) 

The KOS is an organizational operating system with a data-centric architecture and human-centric 

design. It is an end-to-end AI system with governance, safety, and security designed-in from 

inception of the underlying theorem 27 years ago (1997). The priority of the precision data 

management core is high-quality information production and precision presentation, tracked from 

the source wherever possible, with data provenance and security in every step. Refined over an 

extended period of R&D, the system incentivizes accuracy and provides multiple types of 

productivity improvement, representing a good example of a SPEAR AI system12.  

KOS Architecture 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
12 Portions of the KOS as described here is patented (M. Montgomery. “Modular system for optimizing knowledge yield in the digital 

workplace”. USPTO #8,005,778, 23 August 2011). 
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10.1   System Components 

The KOS is a distributed modular enterprise AI OS. The system components consist primarily of two 

modules; the enterprise administrative application (CKO), and a digital assistant for every person (DANA). 

Both modules are administered through a simple natural language interface. By prioritizing strong 

governance, precision data management, and high-quality data, computing resources and associated financial 

and environment costs can be reduced by about 90%, with much higher accuracy levels than is currently 

possible with LLM chatbots trained on web-scale data. I will briefly describe the two primary modules.  

10.1.1 CKO Module 

The CKO Module (or app) is a flexible administration tool for management of 

the organization, business unit, or network with the ability to administer the 

entire system, including controlling access to digital assistants, integration with 

other organizations, manage licensed content, curriculum, and multiple types of 

security settings, among other functions. The CKO app is also the compliance 

mechanism for the KOS, which can be adapted to each jurisdiction. It’s a 

universal system that can be tailored to the needs of each organization.  

The intent is to achieve a CALO (Continuously Adaptive Learning Organization) 

for the purpose of creating a competitive advantage, maintain sovereignty, and 

adapt to change. Ideally, the CKO app is optimized to provide as much autonomy 

as practicable for the specific organization, generate precision accuracy in high 

quality data, and achieve high levels of productivity while maintaining a unified 

mission for the organization and each business unit.  

The CKO app is automated with the exception of semi-automated controls for 

administration changes. Reports and alerts are provided to the administrators of 

the CKO app for security, risk management, and for optimization of the KOS, 

which can be further tailored to the organization by administrators. 

10.1.2 DANA (Digital Assistant with Neuroanatomical Analytics) 

DANA is the personal digital assistant made available to every employee of an 

organization with a KOS enterprise license. DANA assists individuals in personalized learning and several 

different types of productivity, and also works dynamically with the CKO app to automate precision data 

management across the digital workplace. The interaction between the CKO app and DANA is important for 

safety and security, protecting intellectual property, ensuring high-quality data, and enabling productivity.  

DANA is intended to be the primary tool for learning and productivity in the digital workplace, so great care 

was made to design DANA to be easy to use, ultra-personalized, and productive. High-quality data is 

produced in the natural daily work process within the governance and security parameters set in the CKO app 

and further refined by individuals in their DANA profile. AI functions are trained on the data individuals 

produce, augmented with high-quality licensed data, vastly reducing unnecessary risk, waste, and costs. 
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Personal assistant functions in DANA 

1. Continuous, Ultra-personalized Learning  

DANA has one primary mission, and that is to assist the individual human it is 

assigned to within parameters set by the CKO app. Continuous learning tailored 

to and as determined by each individual is a high priority for DANA.   

2. Selective Knowledge Sharing 

Learning is achieved by sharing first-person knowledge, curated posts, and 

through links and licensed content. Every individual and file in the KOS network 

is rated by a proprietary system that weighs heavily on track record, experts, and 

peers. Incentives for sharing valuable knowledge can be integrated.  

3. Prescient Search 

End-to-end data structure in DANA enables the ability to deliver relevant 

knowledge. If an individual has an upcoming project or needs to monitor a topic, 

it can be added to the prescient search settings in the DANA profile. The results 

are displayed prominently on the home page of DANA as it becomes available. 

4. Work-related Networking 

The CKO app controls access to networking for the organization, which can then 

be further restricted by each individual. Some documents may be accessible by 

all employees, contractors and vendors, whereas others can be restricted to only 

those with approved access. Automating this process improves productivity and 

provides security, including for training the generative AI function.  

5. Limited Communications 

Limited communications through messaging provides a necessary and valuable addition to the DANA app. 

Due to tight security and focus on quality, DANA messsaging is free from the external spam and distractions 

of social networking and email.  

6. Generative Productivity (GenAI) 

We announced generative AI integration in the summer of 2023 for the KOS. Organizations with large 

amounts of pre-existing high-quality data and/or license large, high-quality datasets can train SMLs and be 

up and running quickly, whereas others may want to wait until they have enough data to train SMLs.   

7. Knowledge Graphs (KG) 

KGs are an excellent natural addition to DANA due to the high-quality pre-structured data. Data structure, 

security, networks and relational data is naturally provided in the KOS and DANA work process. 

8. Data Tuner 

The data tuner allows individuals to increase or decrease the quality and quantity of data consumption for 

most of the data functions, offering a unique productivity tool that can be set for specific time periods, such 

as deadlines or periods of immersive learning. Mandatory content is not included in the DANA data tuner. 

Prescient Search  
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Knowledge 
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Data Tuner  

DANA App 
Functions 

 

Personalized 
Learning  

https://kyield.com/systems/generativeai.html
http://ai.stanford.edu/blog/introduction-to-knowledge-graphs/
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10.1.3 Testing the KOS 

The KOS has been tested in four phases in an ultra-lean manner: 

1. GWIN: I conceived the underlying theorem ‘yield management of knowledge’ while operating 

GWIN (Global Web Interactive Network) from 1997-2000. GWIN was an experimental learning 

network for thought leaders with a membership consisting primarily of professors, senior executives, 

analysts, boards of Fortune 500 companies, editors from leading publications, and investors. The 

GWIN platform allowed us to experiment with early concepts for a prospective enterprise system, 

including cross-disciplinary learning, prevention, and a then primitive digital assistant. The primary 

obstacles at the time for achieving the theorem later manifest in the KOS was poor scalability, high 

compute costs, and ineffective machine learning for most of our tasks. 

2. Components: As the architecture began to come together in the 2000s, I tested components of the 

KOS and DANA in my small lab. Although still far from commercially viable, sufficient 

improvements were observed to complete the initial design and submit a patent application. By 2012 

we began contacting prospective customers, limited to those few with supercomputers.  

3. Commercial Viability: By 2016 we could see a path to sustainability in a commercially viable 

manner if we could find a large customer willing to risk a custom installation. We focused in 

particular on accelerating discovery with pharma companies, and had many discussions, but couldn’t 

find a prototype sponsor, so we pulled back and continued internal R&D. In 2021 and 2022 we hired 

a senior engineer to perform the back-end functions, which were confirmed without any significant 

problems.  

4. MVP: After many discussions on custom installs with leading companies, it became apparent we 

needed a working prototype. Otherwise, we risked losing control of the technology. In 2022, we 

decided to hire a small team of specialists to build a minimally viable product, which continued into 

early 2023. The initial focus was on DANA. Although the admittedly low-budget MVP prevented 

achieving the quality needed for our customer pipeline, the MVP demonstrated basic technical 

viability at a very attractive price-point.  

10.1.4 Use Cases 

In hundreds of discussions over the past 15 years, engaging with a significant portion of the leading 

companies based in the U.S. and EU, as well as trade groups, startups, and various potential strategic 

partners, we invested many human years studying use cases, including but not limited to the following:  

1. R&D companies, organizations, and business units for accelerating discovery. 

2. Personalized healthcare where DANA would serve as the patient’s personal digital assistant.  

3. Very large banks for internal use and a limited version for customers. We explored midmarket 

enterprise customers to lower risk profiles, wealth management clients, and others. 

4. Enterprise-wide corporate installs in most industries, including extending the KOS to partners in 

supply chains and partners. Some included extending DANA to end consumers. 

5. University systems, non-profits and government entities at the city, state, and national level, 

including very large agencies hoping to increase productivity and reduce bureaucracy.    
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11.  Conclusion 

Nearly seven decades after John McCarthy coined the term artificial intelligence, we find ourselves in the 

midst of a global AI arms race, which was triggered by unleashing an LLM chatbot to the general public for 

generating text, which rapidly converted to multimodal. The LLM bots are trained on the content owned by 

millions of people and organizations without their permission, representing trillions of dollars of investment 

and great personal effort to develop over centuries.  

A review of AI research for this paper confirmed all known existing safeguards for LLMs are easily 

breached. This is no surprise to many of the pioneers of this very technology, hence the consistent warnings 

from Hinton, Bengio and many others, including scientists from the LLM firms themselves and their big-tech 

enablers.   

As briefed in this paper, LLM chatbots in use today are nowhere close to meeting the rigorous safety 

standards required of other industries. These risks include significant cybersecurity risks, social and 

psychological risks, economic risks, and catastrophic risks, among others, yet over a year after achieving the 

most rapid adoption of any product in history, the U.S. Government still hasn’t taken the action required to 

mitigate these risks to levels comparable to other safety-critical technologies in other industries.  

I can only speculate based on behavior of other arms races that a perception of national competition is one 

reason for the unprecedented lapse in safety governance. However, given the state of technology markets in 

the U.S. today, and the amount of money at stake, I postulate that unhealthy influence from the big-tech 

sponsors of LLM chatbot firms are also contributing to the hands-off policy for these very serious risks.   

However, regardless of what courts and legislatures do or don’t do in response to what I believe was a 

recklessly premature release of high-risk technology, individuals and organizations are nevertheless faced 

with their own risks to consider, as well as opportunities, and must make decisions. As the unprecedented 

live experiment on society has now confirmed, the supermajority of the problems and risks caused by LLM 

bots are due to the lack of effective data governance, which is due in part to the very large scale necessary to 

provide mimicry of generalized intelligence to consumers on any topic.  

Fortunately, strong data governance, safety, and security can be provided to individuals and organizations 

without sacrificing the majority of productivity benefits offered by LLM chatbots. Moreover, precision data 

management can provide much higher levels of accuracy at a small fraction of the financial and 

environmental costs created by LLM chatbots. As many companies have now demonstrated, even generative 

AI functions can be executed within systems with strong data governance by employing small language 

models and other techniques, such as licensing additional data for larger models free from copyright and 

reputational liability.  

Well-designed SPEAR AI systems are technically viable today. I offer a briefing on the KOS as an example 

of one such system. By adopting a refined SPEAR AI system like the KOS, organizations can benefit from 

nearly three decades of R&D, save significant time and money, improve accuracy with precision data 

management, increase productivity, and reduce risks while avoiding unnecessary and wasteful social, 

economic, and environmental impacts.   
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